10+ years industry leadership in IT Training & Placements. Holding highest number of IT placement track record in Malabar.
INTRO

WHO WE ARE?

Baabtra is a division of a 10 plus year old IT company Baabte System Technologies Pvt Ltd, having offices in UK, Canada, UAE, and India. We are the first authorized recruitment partner for many IT companies for hiring programmers.

Baabtra welcomes UG & PG students with or without coding experience who are interested in technology. With our internship programmes and skilled trainers, our students can easily crack interviews. As part of its placement support, Baabtra also offers a free one-week 'skill up to employment' programme.

"We are one among the world's leading education-technology companies"
Flutter Training

This training will teach you how to use Flutter to quickly create high-quality, interactive mobile apps for iOS and Android devices, as well as how to customize your application with rich, configurable widgets, built-in animations, and a layered, extensible architecture.

Internship Package

- Flutter Internship Program - 3 Months

Flutter training Benefits

You will learn how to create apps for iOS & Android. Able to know how to build iOS and Android apps with a single code base. Gain knowledge about one of the fastest-growing technologies and set yourself out from the pack.
Python Training

The Python training program is designed to make a fresher to an experienced software developer through quality training in Python & Django Framework. Many freshers are learning this software development technology and are getting placed as Python Developer in Software Companies in Malabar area. We teach you how to make great online applications with Python and the Django framework, as well as a MySQL database.

Internship Packages

- Python Developer Crash
- Python Full Stack Developer - 3 Months
- Python Full Stack Developer with Angular - 6 Months

Python Training Benefits

Python is one of the most popular programming languages nowadays, and Python developers are in extreme demand. It is a flexible programming language that is favored by software engineers and tech organizations around the world. Data Scientists use it for data cleaning, data analysis, and knowledge generation.

PHP Training

PHP is used for web development. PHP is the commonly used language by majority of the SME companies. So that getting a job as PHP developer is quite easy if someone has got practical training in PHP. Baabtra offers the best PHP training in Calicut with Laravel Framework and MySQL database.

Internship Packages

- PHP Developer Crash
- PHP Full Stack Developer - 3 Months
- PHP Full Stack Developer with Angular - 6 Months

PHP Training Benefits

PHP is a popular programming language which is used to build dynamic web applications with MySQL database connections. PHP is outfitted with many open sources integrated development environments. PHP is open-source, feature-rich, & easy to install and set-up
Angular Training

Angular Developer Crash course is for candidates who have prior knowledge in HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, Javascript & JSON. This will be ideal for candidates/web designers who want to upgrade their knowledge and to become a front end developer. Students will be given training in Angular latest versions to build a web application. The training will be practical and project based but will have theory sessions as well.

Internship Packages

- Angular Developer Crash
- Angular Developer - 3 Months

Angular Training Benefits

You will gain a full understanding of Angular programming and be able to pursue a career as a Front-End Developer, Software Engineer, Software Developer, and so on if you master Angular. You’ll gain all of the necessary skills, exposure, and hands-on experience, as well as the ability to focus on specific areas of development.

Web Development

Baabtra’s JavaScript Web Development training covers all of the basics without leaning on frameworks or libraries. This training covers OOP, DOM manipulation, Patterns, and Async JS, all in current JavaScript code. The lessons are taught using live video sessions, and the training incorporates live projects. Our training offers a viable bundle of web developer requirements as skill-based training with a Live Internship opportunity. You can create a web application with expert coaching, project planning and execution, as well as you will get professional career grooming sessions with a live project.

Web Development Training Benefits

You can discover how to construct Responsive Websites in a short period of time. You will learn how to use web navigation on web 3.0 standards. You will be capable of developing web pages without the use of tables as well as acquire sufficient knowledge to upload and launch websites.
THE PROCESS

PROCESS

Identifies the requirements of the client companies, mostly in India and the Middle East.

Checks the company needs and student potential and outlines a scheme for making these students employable through need-based focused training, enhanced by automated learning management system and feedback mechanism.

Diagnoses students for their knowledge, aptitude and attitude for working in the software industry through a digital test, followed by a personalized interaction.

Places the student when he or she is adequately equipped in the domain in which the company has requirements.

OUR VISION

Baabtra’s vision is to create a talented entry level programmers for IT companies. Any student who would like to start their career in IT industry can join us for the internship programme. Our training programmes are designed by experts with the latest standards & practices followed in the industry. We not only train you but also connect you with the IT companies for hiring.
Baabtra Placement Stories

Congratulations to all of you.

BAABTRA IS ECSTATIC BY YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENT. 2021 IS LEAVING WITH AN ABUNDANCE OF PLEASANT MEMORIES.
COFFEE WITH HR

Baabtra has launched a new initiative to connect students with IT companies (Resources to Employers). MNC HR representatives will visit Baabtra students to present their company, job opportunities, and job nature. Students will learn about the companies and have the opportunity to learn about the current marketing trends.

FREE WEBINARS

Baabtra provides free webinars for graduates, an interesting and informative platform for new and existing students that will give them with really valuable content. Students can use Webinars to not only learn new skills, but also to network with others. As a result, attendees will be able to connect with similar age group folks and empower each other in their respective industries.

CS TALENT SHOW

CS talent show, a live event hosted by the student through his/her Facebook or Instagram or YouTube channel to showcase the projects done by students. This event is a part of their course where the student learns how to explain the project to the outside world. Our mentors will monitor the students' projects and provide guidance to prepare them for the final presentation.

CODING CHALLENGES

Baabtra conducts coding challenges occasionally. Solving coding challenges is a great way for students to enhance their skills while learning to code. This helps them in improving their problem-solving skills, learning the intricacies of a programming language, preparing for job interviews, learning new algorithms, and more.
OUR PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES

OUR SPECIALITIES

99 LMS enables students to learn courses at their own pace in addition to the instructor led training and also take care of automated assessments. Students will get a progress report (Baabtra profile score) on course completion.

SKILL UP TO EMPLOYMENT

A student can nail their interview skills by our,

- Aptitude tests
- Machine tests
- Mock interviews
- Communication skill development

OUR SUCCESS HISTORY

Baabtra has helped 1000+ freshers in Kerala to begin their careers as software developers/programmers in MNCs such as Oracle, UST Global, Infosys, Cognizant, & SME’s. Baabtra is the recruitment partner for several IT firms looking to hire entry-level talented programmers.

CERTIFICATION COURSES

- CSIC - PFSD CS International certified Python full stack developer advanced
- CSIC - PFSDA PHP full stack developer advanced
- CSIC - FED(A) Front end developer (Angular)
- CSIC - MAD(F) Mobile app developer (Flutter)
Companies with which we have collaborations
CALL US

- Mobile: +91 859 205 8444
- Landline: 0495 2436990

MAIL US

- info@baabtra.com

ADDRESS

CAFIT Square, 5th Floor,
HiLite Business Park, Thondayad Bye-Pass,
Hilite City, Calicut, Kerala, India.

-Baabtra-
The most trusted brand in IT Training & Internship.